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This sparkly touch-and-feel book includes a shiny apple, a stripy cup, a slice of toast with sticky jam,

a cupcake with glittery decorations, and more. Every page has a tantalizing texture to touch or foil

and glitter to behold, encouraging sensory development and early reading skills. With padded

covers, simple images, and novelty textures, Baby Touch and Feel books capture the attention of

the very youngest children and create an experience they'll want to repeat again and again.
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This is probably the only Baby Touch and Feel book in this series I have a problem with. It's an

updated version of one I already had. I bought this new one as a gift. Why, oh why--did they change

a page of the book? It now has a piece of bread with jelly on it. The jelly is sticky. To solve this

problem, the book came with a piece of waxed paper over the sticky jelly page. You guessed it. The

waxed paper was eventually destroyed and now two pages are stuck together. Other than that--I

absolutely love the Baby Touch and Feel book series. They are sturdy board books that stand the

test of time through multiple kids. Each page is the famous Dorling-Kindersley white background

with one object--such as a glass of orange juice. Each page is a multi-dimensional, textured collage.

The realism is fun and interesting for the little ones to experience tactile learning. Great book for

quiet time and independent play and "reading". Great for learning names and having "conversation".

Older siblings will enjoy reading the book to the younger ones. Appropriate for children as young as

6 months upwards to 2 years of age. Buy more than one in the series-especially the great animal



ones with the soft, realistic fur.

Watch out! One of the pages simulates jelly and has some kind of glue to simulate the sticky feeling.

My kid loves it, however I'm afraid she would want to taste the glue, so I need to always be watching

her when she plays with that book. I have other books form DK and never had this problem or

concern.

All of the Baby Touch and Feel Books are wonderful. We own several and my kids thoroughly enjoy

them. Great for any young childs book collection, especially children with sensory issues.

Great pictures but really lousy for touching and feeling. I had to really search to find what was the

"touch and feel" part of the picture.

Love the touch and feel pages

My grandson loves these books.

I love these books and I finally found another book with a sticky page!! I just wish I could find more

and also find the baby touch and feel books that are larger like a regular size book. I received some

as a present but cannot locate them on .

I love all of the Baby Touch and Feel Books and so does my daughter (who is now 2.) We love to go

through each page and touch the items and talk about the pictures. The only downside that I have

found with this series is that the binding on the books tends to be very weak. Out of the 12 that we

own, 5 of them have already had the binding either completely break off, or had it started to rip, and

most of them we have only had a year or less.
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